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Eco-frie ndly natural de odorant oﬀe rs re cyclable re ﬁlls

ECO-FRIENDLY NATURAL DEODORANT OFFERS RECYCLABLE
REFILLS
SCIENCE

A new reﬁllable deodorant uses 50 percent less plastic than a regular
disposable deodorant.
Natural deodorant brand Myro has launched its oﬀ ering that will appeal to the eco-conscious. The
recyclable deodorant is made without aluminium, parabens, phthalates or talc that are often found in
standard deodorants. Instead, Myro is created using clean ingredients such as barley powder to
keep users dry and essential oils that release scent gradually.
The deodorant’s case is a reﬁllable pod that is made of 50 percent less plastic than a standard
deodorant, with a cap that locks to prevents leaks. The casing is TSA-compliant and therefore travel
friendly, and is even durable enough to be put in the dishwasher. The edged design was created so
the deodorant can’t roll away and it is operated with a twist motion. When it comes to reﬁlling Myro,
users simply twist the casing ten times to release the product and insert a reﬁll. Myro is proudly
cruelty-free, designed for all genders and a fully recyclable product. Cases are available in ﬁve
colours and ﬁve diﬀ erent scents costing just 10 USD.
Plastic alternatives have boomed in popularity over the past year thanks to raised awareness.
Innovators such as this drinks manufacturer that created edible straws to accompany its canned
beverages are leading the way in this ﬁeld. Elsewhere, researchers are also trying to think of ways to
replace the potentially harmful use of plastic in products. One example is a biodegradable plastic
ﬁlm that could be used in place of polyethylene terephthalate, also known as PET. How could you
replace single use plastics in your everyday life?
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Takeaway:
Plastic pollution is a serious issue that is impacting the world’s oceans. Awareness has never
been higher thanks to documentaries and high-proﬁle ﬁgures speaking out about the problem.
Businesses and innovators who embrace plastic alternatives within their oﬃces and operations
will impress customers and potential clients alike. What is your business doing to be more
environmentally friendly?

